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Abstract

This paper proposes a method for obtaining new information on 3D radiative

effects that arise from horizontal radiative interactions in heterogeneous clouds. Unlike

current radiative transfer models, it can not only calculate how 3D effects change

radiative quantities at any given point, but can also determine which areas contribute to

these 3D effects, to what degree, and through what mechanisms. After describing the

proposed method, the paper illustrates its new capabilities both for detailed case studies

and for the statistical processing of large datasets. Because the proposed method makes it

possible, for the first time, to link a particular change in cloud properties to the resulting

3D effect, in future studies it can be used to develop new radiative transfer

parameterizations that would consider 3D effects in practical applications currently

limited to ID theory--such as remote sensing of cloud properties and dynamical cloud

modeling.
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1. Introduction

Current practical applications of calculating solar radiative transfer in

clouds--such as cloud remote sensing and dynamical cloud models--rely on one-

dimensional (1D) radiative transfer theory. This means that the calculations do not

consider horizontal processes, that is, the three-dimensional (3D) radiative interactions

between areas that have different cloud properties. Unfortunately, while the ID

assumption makes the calculations much more simple and fast, it can also cause

significant errors in the case of heterogeneous clouds. For example, ID cloud property

retrievals based on satellite measurements can yield clouds that are too thin or too thick,

too smooth or too structured, artificially anisotropic, or asymmetric (Marshak et al. 1995;

Loeb and Davies 1996; Zuidema and Evans 1998; VS_rnai 2000). In addition, ID

calculations can have large errors in calculations of radiative fluxes and absorption values

(e.g., Davies et al. 1984; Barker and Davies 1992; Marshak et al. 1999), thus resulting in

inaccurate radiative heating rates in dynamical cloud models (e.g., O'Hirok and Gauthier

1998). Finally, 3D effects can also influence some chemical processes by changing the

actinic fluxes that affect photodissociation rates (Los et al. 1997).

Ever since the first theoretical studies raised the issue of 3D radiative effects in

the mid-1970s (Busygin 1973, McKee and Cox 1974), theoretical calculations have

provided numerous important insights into these effects. The theoretical studies

calculated the 3D effects indirectly, by comparing results when 3D effects were taken

into account (3D calculations) and when they were not (ID calculations). Unfortunately,

this indirect approach of detecting 3D effects from their imprint on the calculated
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radiation fields puts some limitations on the information that can be obtained. For

example,althoughthecalculationscandeterminetheoverall influenceof 3D effectson

the brightnessof a particular pixel, they cannotquantitatively addressquestionsabout

their causes:Why is acertainpixel asbright as it is?Whatareasinfluenceits brightness,

to whatdegree,andthroughwhatmechanisms?

Currently,suchquestionscannotbe answeredevenin a statisticalsense,because

3D processesactingat one spatialscalecan influencebrightnessvariability at another

scale. As a result, one cannot identify the scales at which 3D interactions occur by

determining how 3D effects change brightness variability at each scale. This problem can

be illustrated through a simple example, in which the only 3D effect is that cloud

geometry changes the direct solar illumination at each point. This direct illumination

depends on whether a pixel is on a slope tilted toward or away from the sun, which can

be measured by the difference in geometrical--and assuming constant microphysics,

optical---thickness between a pixel and its neighbor in front of it. In other words, the 3D

effect in our example is proportional to the local gradient of cloud optical thickness. Fig.

1 shows that in this case, the small-scale interaction between neighboring pixels change

the phase and amplitude of large-scale brightness variability.

In contrast to current, indirect methods, this paper presents a theoretical approach

that can detect 3D effects directly as they modify the flow of radiation inside the cloud

field. As a result, the proposed technique can not only calculate the combined effect a

pixel's surroundings have on its brightness, but can also determine how specific areas

contribute to the combined effect--to what degree, and through what mechanisms.
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In examining the flow of radiation inside cloud fields the proposed technique is

somewhat similar to the approach developed by V_rnai and Davies (1999). However,

while their approach examined radiative processes only in a scene-averaged sense, the

technique proposed here can also give information on the spatial distribution of 3D

radiative effects.

The new capabilities of the proposed method can not only provide us a more

thorough understanding of 3D radiative processes, but in future studies it can also help in

the interpretation of remote sensing measurements, and in developing parameterizations

of 3D radiative fluxes and absorption values for dynamical cloud models.

The outline of this paper is as follows. First, Section 2 describes the proposed

theoretical approach, then Section 3 illustrates the method's capabilities through several

examples. Finally, Section 4 offers a brief summary and some concluding remarks.

2. Proposed technique

2.1 Basic definitions and requirements

While the proposed approach can be applied to examine any radiative quantity

(i.e., radiances, fluxes and absorption values), this paper will describe the new technique

using nadir reflectance (R) as an example. The reflectance is defined by the equation

:g.I
R - (l)

,Uo . F'
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wheren is the geometric constant, I is the nadir radiance, #0 is the cosine of the solar

zenith angle, and F is the solar irradiance. For the sake of simplicity, this reflectance will

sometimes be referred to as "brightness".

The influence of 3D effects on the brightness of an area A (AR a) is then defined as

where R3ADand R_ are the brightnesses calculated using 3D and ID theory, respectively.

If we try to describe how various areas contribute to the total 3D effect changing

the brightness of area A (that is, to ARA), we need to define this contribution in a such

way that its values satisfy two basic criteria.

Criterion I. Once we calculate the contributions of any areas B and C, we need to

know how these individual contributions can be combined. This criterion is needed to

ensure that the influence of large areas---or even of the entire cloud field--can be

explained by considering the contributions of its various parts.

Criterion IL The calculated contribution values should reflect how various areas

affect the flow of radiation. This criterion is needed to ensure that the results make sense

physically.

Unfortunately, the two seemingly most straightforward approaches to determining

various areas' influence on each other do not satisfy these criteria (see Appendix A), and

so they cannot be used to determine how various areas contribute to the overall 3D effect.

These two approaches are:

a) Examining how sensitive R Ais to changes in the properties of area B, and

b) Comparing the amount of scattering or absorption that occurs at B in the 1D

and 3D cases.



While our goalis to attribute3Deffectsto variousareas,weshouldnot forget that

areasdo not act in isolation:the influenceof anareaalsodependson what otherareas

along the path of radiation do. For example, the properties of B may have a large

influence on the brightness of A if the areas between A and B are transparent, but may

have a negligible impact if the areas between A and B are so dense that they hardly allow

any radiation through. Therefore the influence of B on A should be determined

considering not only the properties of A and B, but also the entire path along which the

radiation arrives from the sun, moves to B, and then goes to A. Accordingly, the

technique proposed in this paper considers entire paths along which the radiation

contributing to R A can travel, and determines how 3D effects that occur at B influence the

flow of radiation along each path. It performs the calculations in the following six steps:

1. Define a relevant set of paths along which radiation coming from the sun can

reach A and contribute to R A.

2. Calculate the overall influence of 3D effects along each path.

3. Select a representative subset of the paths that is suitable for calculating each

area's influence.

4. Determine how areas along each path contribute to the overall 3D effect along

that path.

5. Identify the mechanism of the 3D effects caused by each area along each path.

6. In order to obtain the areas' overall effects, combine the results obtained for

each individual path.

These six steps are described in detail in Section 2.2.



2.2 Steps of the proposed technique

2.2.1 Step 1. Define a relevant set of paths along which radiation coming from the sun

can reach A and contribute to R a.

While there are several excellent 3D techniques that can calculate the spatial

distribution of radiative quantities (e.g., Gabriel et al. 1993; Evans 1997), only the Monte

Carlo approach can obtain the paths along which radiation travels. In principle, either

forward or backward Monte Carlo simulations can be used to generate photon paths. In

explaining the brightness of a particular pixel, however, backward simulations tend to be

computationally more efficient, because in forward simulations one cannot tell in

advance where the generated photon paths will lead, and so these simulations waste a lot

of time simulating photon paths that do not even get close to our pixel. This waste cannot

happen in backward calculations, which simulate a large number of photon paths "in

reverse", tracing them backward from the pixel of our interest to the sun.

The photon paths used to obtain the numerical results of this paper were generated

by the backward Monte Carlo model labeled "UMBC5" in the Intercomparison of3D

Radiative Codes (I3RC) project (see http://climate.gsfc.nasa.gov/I3RC).

Although 3D simulations can generate a representative set of paths along which

radiation travels in the 3D scenes, this set alone is not sufficient to determine how 3D

effects change the flow of radiation. Instead, two subsequent simulations need to be

performed. First, a 3D simulation is used to generate the paths along which 3D effects

enhance the flow of radiation, thereby increasing R a. Then a ID simulation is used to
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generatethe pathsalongwhich 3D effectsreducetheflow of radiation,therebyreducing

R a. The ID simulation is needed because the 3D simulation would undersample the paths

along which 3D effects reduce the flow of radiation. For example, 3D simulations could

not generate paths like the one in Fig. 2: since there is no scattering material at B in the

3D scene, the simulations could never put a scattering event at point B. As a result, 3D

simulations would not notice that the hole at B reduces the radiation that would flow

along this path; i.e., they would not notice that B causes a 3D effect that reduces R a.

2.2.2. Step 2. Calculate the overall influence of 3D effects along each path.

Since all generated photon paths are used to examine how various areas influence

the brightness of area A, let us make the notation slightly more simple by omitting the

superscript A in the rest of Section 2.2. At the same time, let us introduce the sign ' to

indicate when we are discussing not a'll the radiation moving toward A, but only the

radiation following a single specific path. Using this notation, Equation (2) can be

rewritten for individual paths as

R;o - R;D. (3)

For paths generated in the 3D simulation, R_D is calculated using standard Monte

Carlo procedures. For these paths, R(v is calculated by comparing the probabilities that

radiation can travel along the path in the 1D and 3D cases. To obtain these probabilities,

we need to consider two factors:

i) The probability that the radiation arriving to a scattering point really gets

scattered into the direction at which the path continues after the scattering. This
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probability is determined by the product 13_P, where fls is the volume scattering

coefficient, and P = P(®) is the phase function value for the path's scattering angle (O).

ii) The probability that the radiation scattered at one point can reach the next

scattering point along the specified path. This is determined by the optical thickness

between the two subsequent scattering points.

Accordingly, RID can be calculated from the equation

A

• U_ _ eje__,O_dl

Rm r-r/3,DP_D .... ,,, (4)
--7- - 1 l_-ff-tr,)' _
R3D i=l t-'3D" 3D [e-_oldl

d

,_tttl

where N., is the number of scattering events along the path, [3 is the volume extinction

coefficient, and r, is the position at the ith scattering event along the path. Cloud properties

with the subscript 3D indicate the properties of the 3D cloud field at point r_, whereas the

properties with the subscript tD indicate the properties that would occur at point r, if the

entire cloud field had the same properties as pixel A (which is the assumption of I D

calculations). Finally, I indicates the position along the photon path, with the integration

over I going along the entire path from the sun to A.

Once all the 3D paths are done, the same procedure is used for the paths defined

in the 1D simulation--with the only difference that Eq. (4) is now used to get R_D.

2.2.3. Step 3. Select a representative subset of defined paths that is suitable for

calculaHng each area's influence.
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As mentionedat Step1,thepurposeof 3DMonteCarlosimulationsis to generate

pathsalongwhich 3D effectsenhancethebrightnessof pixel A, while the purpose of 1D

simulations is to generate paths along which 3D effects reduce R A. However, the random

procedures in the simulations unavoidably generate some paths with 3D effects opposite

to the effects we are interested in: some 3D paths will have reductions and some ID paths

will have enhancements. Since these paths do not serve our purpose, we can simply

discard them. (The suitability of each path is determined from the sign of AR' calculated

in Step 2.) Then the remaining paths in the 3D and ID simulations will indeed give truly

representative samples of paths along which 3D effects enhance and reduce R A,

respectively.

2.2.4 Step 4. Determine how areas along each path contribute to the overall 3D effect

alcmg tltat path.

For each path, the influence of each area can be best characterized through the

ratio (J) by which the areas enhance or reduce the flow of radiation along the path. The

value of /9' for an area B can be obtained by adapting Equation (4) to consider only

regions inside B:

N /JIDI ID (_x

p'(B) = x 1 _,--_--_p -'_) '
t=l _'3D_ 3D

(5)

_vhere N_ is the number of scattering events inside B, and the integration along the path l

is also only inside B.
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However, in its plain form p" is not a suitable measure for the area's influence.

The problem is that if p' was used as is, one 'would not know how to combine the

influences calculated for two arbitrary areas B and C after the results for all paths were

summed up in Step 6. For example, the influences of B and C should be multiplied if they

affected radiation that go through both of them, whereas the influences should be added

up if B and C affected radiation approaching A through different paths (e.g., B affecting

radiation coming from the left, and C affecting radiation coming from the right). This

means that influence values calculated from plain p' values would contradict the first

requirement mentioned in Section 2.1, that we need to know how we can combine the

influences of various areas.

This problem can be avoided if we characterize the influence of an area through

the logarithm of p'. For simplicity, this paper uses "natural" (e-based) logarithm, but the

construction described below ensures that the results do not depend on oor choice for the

!ogarithm base (i.e., 10-based logarithms would give identical results). Using logarithms

helps because the contributions of various areas always combine additively, since the

In p" values should be added even for areas that lie along the same photon paths:

In p'(BU C) = ln[p'(B) •p'(C)] = In p'(B) + In p'(C). (6)

The contribution of B to the total 3D effect occurring along the path is then

defined as

zkR'(B) = AR ' In p'(B)
_Inp' ' (7)

Np

where Np is the number of pixeIs along the path.
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This definition satisfies the two basic criteria mentioned in Section 2.1

following way:

Criterion

summation:

the

I. The influence of various areas can be combined by simple

s '(su c): ,',R'(B)+ (8)

Criterion II. The definition reflects that 3D effects act by changing the flow of

radiation by a factor that depends on the physical cloud properties.

The following examples illustrate that the technique attributes 3D effects to

various areas in a reasonable way:

• If B has the same properties as A, the 3D effect attributed to it will be zero.

• If t3 reduces the radiation reaching A by a certain factor, and C reduces it further

by the same factor, the overall reduction will be distributed evenly between the two areas.

• If areas B and C both reduce the radiation reaching A by 50%, their combined

effect will be the same as the effect of a third area D that reduces it by another 75%.

• If B reduces the radiation reaching A by a certain factor, and C enhances it by

the same factor, their combined effect will be zero.

• An area can have an enhancing effect even if the total 3D effect along the path

reduces the flow of radiation. In this case the enhancement acts by mitigating the

reduction caused by other areas along the path.

• If the total 3D effect along a path is exactly zero, the 3D effects occurring along

the path are considered not influencing R A, but changing the path of the radiation that

would not get to A in any case (Fig. 3). Accordingly, the 3D influence is zero for all areas

along the path.
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2.2.5. Step 5. Identify the mechanism of the 3D effects caused by each area along each

path.

The mechanisms of 3D effects can be identified by considering whether the 3D

effects enhance or reduce the flow of radiation [i.e., A_R'(B)<0 or AR'(B)>0], and

whether they act by causing more extinction or less [e.g., /3_D< tim or/3_D >/31D ]. In the

case of conservative scattering (i.e., no absorption or emission), the combination of these

two times two possibilities defines four basic mechanisms:

o Enhancement by more scattering (EMS). In this case the extra sc3ttering acts

to charmel radiation to area A (Fig. 4a)--which is the channeling effect described in

earlier :;tud!es (e.g., Cannon 1970; Davis andMarshak 2001).

, Enhancement by less scattering (ELS). In this case the redt'ced scattering

aHow'_ more radiation to reach our pixel (Fig. 4b)--which is the process responsible for

the side illumination effect described in earlier studies (e.g., Wendling 1977; Cahalar, et

_:I. [99':_).

• Reduction by more scattering (RMS). In this case the extra scattering allows

less radiatiou to reach A (Fig. 4c)--which is the shadowing effect described in earlier

s;.udies (e.g., Chambers et al.: 1997; Zuidema and Evans 1908).

• Reduction by less scattering (RLS). In this case the reduced scattering allows

some radiation to leak out of the path', leading to A (Fig. 4d)--which is the process

re:;ponsible for the leakage effect described in earlier studies (e.g., Davies 1978;

Kobayashi 1993).
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When absorption or emission is also present, the additional mechanisms

Enhancement by less absorption (ELA), Reduction by more absorption (RMA),

Enhancement by more emission (EME), and Reduction by less emission (RLE) can be

calculated in a straightforward way.

Let us note that although these mechanisms are somewhat related to the

mechanisms defined by Vfi.rnai and Davies (1999), there are some important differences

between the two sets of definitions. For example, V_rnai and Davies (1999) defined a

separate 1D case for each photon path (based on the cloud properties at the point where

the photon entered the cloud field), whereas the new framework uses a single 1D

reference case for all paths leading to our pixel. This difference makes the new approach

more.suitable for practical applications, for example in remote sensing.

The basic mechanisms described above _nfluence individual pixels, and so they

can be combined into two processes that change the structure of the brightness, field.

The_e twc_ processes were described qualitatively in numerous earlier studies (e.g.,

Marshak et al. 1995; Davis et ai. 1997; Oreopoulos et al. 2000)

• Roughening. The mechanisms ELS, RMS, ELA, and RMA act to increase the

brightness difference between influencing and influenced pixels that we would expect

from ID theory, thereby roughening the brightness field. Mathematically:

Roughening = [ELS] + [RMS[ + ]E1.A[ +IRMA]. (9)

• Smoothing. The mechanisms EIvlS, RLS, EME, and RLE act to reduce the

brightness difference between influencing and influenced i:ixels that we would expect

ftom tD theory, thereby smoothing out the brightness field. Matl_ematically:

Smoothing = IEMSI+ IRLSI+ IE  EI + IRLEI. (lO)
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Finally, thesumof all eightpixel-levelmechanismsgivestheoverall3D effect:

AR'= ELS + EMS + ELA + EME + RLS + RMS + RMA + RLE. (11)

2.2.6 Step 6. hi order to obtain an area' s overall effect, combine the results obtained fiw

each individual path.

This step can be described mathematically as

Ntydth

(12)
i=l

where Np,,,his the total number of all photon paths deemed suitable in Step 3, considering

paths generated in both the 3D and ID simulations.

In the end, the contribution values calculated from Eq. (12) can be interpreted

through the following two sentences. Summing up the influence qf all areas gives the

overall 3D effect, zXRA. If area B has a contribution X times larger than area C has. then

a set of X number of areas having the same influence as C will have a combined effect

equivalent to B's. This second sentence is illustrated in Fig. 5, where areas B and C have

equivalem contributions, and D has a contribution twice as large as either B or C.

3. Some results on the spatial distribution of 3D effects

This section describes some sample results that illustrate various ways in which

the proposed method can give new insights into 3D radiative effects. The first few
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examples are for the cloud field used in Case 4 of the I3RC project (see

http:/Iclimate.gsfc.nasa.gov/I3RC).The cloudfield (Fig. 6a) coversa (3.84km)z area at

30 m resolution. Following the specifications of Experiment 2 in the I3RC project, the

calculations presented here assume no atmospheric effects, non-reflecting surface,

Henyey-Greenstein scattering phase function, and 60 ° solar zenith angle with the sun on

the left.

Figure 6b shows how various areas influence the brightness of an arbitrarily

selected point A at row 57, column 90. Let us note that the values in the map are very

small, because each number represents the contribution of an individual (30 m) 2 pixel.

Summed up over the entire scene, these values give the overall 3D effect of AR A = 0.128

( RAp = 0.574, R A = 0.702). The figure reveals that most of the 3D effects are caused by3v

the thin areas right in front of A, and by the cloud bump right behind it. Stilll even areas

farther away have a discernible impact: in front, thin areas (B, C) enhance R A through

ELS, whereas sideways and behind, thick areas (D) increase R A through EMS and thin

areas (E, F) reduce it through RLS.

In addition to examining 3D effects that influence individual pixels, the proposed

method can also give scene averaged results, by simply combining results obtained

through moving the position of the influenced pixel across the scene. Table 1 displays the

results of a such calculation regarding the magnitude of various 3D mechanisms. The

results reveal that, perhaps somewhat surprisingly, the strongest mechanism in this scene

is RLS, whereas the weakest one is RMS. Also, smoothing is somewhat stronger than

roughening--which means that influencing pixels have a slight tendency to modify their

surroundings' reflectance by nudging them closer to their own ID reflectance.
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We can learn further detailson smoothingand rougheningif we plot what net

roughening(= roughening- smoothing)iscausedby pixelsat variousdistancesfrom the

influencedpixels. Fig. 7 shewsthat rougheningworksprimarily in thesolarplane (that

is, pixelstendto feel rougheningeffectsfrom pixels in front of them),whereassmoothing

is much more isotropic. The difference suggeststhat roughening acts mainly by

influencing the pixels' illumination by direct and low-order scatteredsunlight, while

smoothingis causedby diffusion dueto multiplescattering.Also, theresultis consistent

with the resultsin V_irnai(2001),which showthat 3D effectsmakethe reflectancefield

anisotropic,with strongervariability in thealong-sunthanin thecross-sundirection.

In addition to allowing detailedcasestudiesof individual scenes,the proposed

methodcanalsoprovidestatisticalinformationfor largesetsof scenes.Fortunately,these

calculationsdo not takelongerthanthecalculationsfor individual scenes:in mostcases

wecanbuild accuratestatisticsby combiningquick, noisyresultsobtainedfor individual

:.cenes.Suchstatisticalresultscanbeimportantin practicalapplications,particularlyin

lhe developmentof new radiativetransferparameterizationsfor eitherremotesensingor

dynamicalcloud models.Specifically,the statisticalresultscanprovide information on

how thepixels' influencedependson variousparameters,suchasthe propertiesof the

influenced and influencing pixels and their position relati_,eto each other. (The

parameterizationscouldbe further improvedby alsoconsideringstatisticalparametersof

thepixels' surroundings,especiallyalongthemosttypical photonpaths.)

To illustra)e the kind of resultsthe methodcan give, somesamplecalculations

wereperfo:medto examinehow pixe!swith r = 10 are influenced by pixels with "r = 5

and z = 15 around them. For this, 5000 cloud fields were generated using the third fractal
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cloud model describedin Vfirnai andMarshak(2001) (the onebasedon the model of

Evans(1993)).The goal wasnot to providea climatologically representativestatistics,

only to coverawide but realisticrangeof cloudproperties.While all scenescover (12.8

km)2 areasat 100 m resolution, have a constant cloud baseand a constant volume

scatteringcoefficient of 30 km_, and usethe I3RC C.I. scatteringphasefunction, the

othersceneparameterswerechosenrandomlyfor eachscenebetweenthelimits listed in

Table2. Next,4 % of for all pixelswith 9.75< 'r < 10.25 were selected from each of the

scenes and 1000 ID and 1000 3D photon paths were simulated for each selected pixel.

The results were then combined for all pixels and saved as a function of various

parameters.

As a sample result, Fig. 8 shows the role of the pixels" position relative to each

other. Panel a quantifies the intuitive trend lhat thin areas in front enhance a pi_el's

brightness while thin areas behind reduce it, while Panel b shows that the trends reverse

far thick areas In addition, the figure also shows that the pixels' influence on each other

drops much more quickly with their distance in the cross-sun direction than with their

distance in the along-sun direction. This is because radiation arriving from the sun travels

mainly in the along-sun direction before multiple scattering can direct some of it into

cross-sun directions. Also, the comparison of Panels a and b reveals that 'r changes of the

same magnitude (]A'_] = 5) have stronger radiative effects if the pixel in front is thicker,

rather than thinner. Finally, the figure reveals that the same '_-difference is more effective

if it occurs over larger distances, i.e., in less steep slopes. On sunlit slopes this is because

too steep slopes allow some incoming direct radiation to descend to such low altitudes

that they need to travel some more horizontal distance before they can turn around and
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emergefrom thecloud top. On slopesfacing awayfrom thesun,too steepcloud bumps

are lesseffectivebecausethey do not only shadow our pixel, but also steer some such

radiation toward it that would have passed over the top of our pixel without the bump's

interference.

4. Summary

This paper proposed a method for obtaining new information on 3D radiative

effects arising from horizontal radiative interactions in heterogeneous clouds. The goal

was to overcome a limitation of current radiative transfer models that can calculate only

how 3D effects change radiative quantities at any given point (for example, the point's

visi[,le brightness), but cannot quantitatively address questions about their causes, such

as: Why is a certain point as bright as it is? Wt_at areas influence its brightness, to what

degree, and through what mechanisms ? The proposed method can address such questions

by detecting 3D effects directly, as they modify the flow of radiation inside the cloud

field. As a result, it can not only calculate the combined effect a point's surroundings

have on its brightness, but can also determine how specific areas contribute to the

combined effect--to what degree, and through what mechanisms.

The proposed method starts with Monte Carlo simulations that create a

representative set of paths along which radiation could possibly reach the point whose

brightness we are to explain. It then examines how areas enhance and reduce the flow of

radiation along each path. The method recognizes that areas do not act in isolation, but

rather that an area's influence depends on what other areas along the path are like. For
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example, an area can strongly affect another one if the areasbetween them are

transparent,but it cannotmakemuchof a differenceif theareasin betweenaresodense

that they hardly allow any radiation through. Accordingly, the proposed method

determinesthe influence of an areaby consideringboth the ratio by which the area

enhancesor reducesthe flow of radiationalonga particularpath, and alsothe way all

areascombinedchangetheflow alongthatpath.

The paperarguedthatoneneedsto satisfytwo basiccriteria in orderto determine

in a meaningfulwayhow eachareacontributesto theoverall 3Deffect.First, in orderto

explainthe influenceof largerareas,oneneedsto know howto combinethecontribution

valuescalculatedfor smallerareas.Second,the calculatedcontribution values should

reflect how variousareasaffect theflow of radiationphysically.Thesetwo criteriawere

thenusedto definethecontributionvaluessuchthat 1heycanbe interpretedthroughthe

following two sentences:First, summingup thecontributionof all areasgivesthe overall

3Deffect.Second,if areaB has a contribution X times larger than area C, then X number

of areas having the same influence as C will have a combined effect equivalent to B's.

For example, if B enhances the flow of radiation along a path by a factor of 3 (compared

to the flow in a 1D, homogeneous cloud), and areas C and D enhance it further by factors

of 3 and 9, respectively, then B and C should have equal contributions, and D's

contribution should be twice as large.

Finally, the method determined the mechanism of 3D effects caused by each area.

For this, it provided quantitative definitions for 3D precesses that were described

qualitatively in earlier studies, for effects both on individual points (e.g., side illumination

or shadowing) and on the structure of entire scenes (i.e., smoothing and roughening).
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After describingthe proposedmethod,the paper illustrated its new capabilities

throughseveralexamples.First, a cloud field usedin theI3RC projectwasexaminedin

detail: 3Deffectsinfluencinga particularpoint weremappedout, andtheir mechanisms

were alsocalculated.Thesesampleresultsprovidedsomenew insights,for examplethat

shadowing (termed here as "reduction by more scattering") was the weakest 3D

mechanismevenfor asolarzenithangleof 60°.

Finally, somestatisticaJresultswerealso obtaii'_edfor large setsof scenes.The

results illustrated how the influence of one point on anotherdependson the points'

positionsrelativeto eachother.Perhapsit is in generatingsuchstatisticalresultsthatthe

proposedmethodmaybecomemostusefulin futurestudies:Becausethemethodcanlink

acauseto its effect for thefirst time (i.e., link aparticularchangein cloud propertiesto

tbe resulting3D radiativeeffect), it cat_be usedin developingnew radiative transfer

pt_rameterizations.Theseparameterizationscould incorporate3D effects into practical

applicationsthat arecurrently limited to iD theory, for exampleinto the remotesensing

of cloudpropertiesor intodynamicalcloudmodeling.
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Appendix A. Problems with two seemingly straightforward approaches

for determining how various areas influence each other.

One straightforward approach would characterize the influence of various areas

on R A through sensitivity experiments that would determine how R A changed if one by

one, the properties of each surrounding area were switched from the ID to the 3D case.

Unfortunately this approach would not satisfy the first criterion mentioned in Section 2. I,

because the results would not reveal how the sensitivities to individual areas should be

combined to explain the overall 3D effect. For example, if the sensitivity results show

that R A is reduced from 1.0 to 0.75 when the properties of either area B or C are switched

from the ID to the 3D case, one could not tell what would happen if both B and C were

switched to 3D simulianeously: The combined effect could be a reduction to either

0.5625 (= 0.752) or to 0.5, depending on whether or not the two areas affect the same

stream of radiation that goes through both of them on the way to A.

Another straightforward approach would characterize various areas' influence on

R A by comparing the extinction of radiation traveling toward A in the ID and 3D cases. In

other words, this approach would use the magnitude of 3D effects that occurs in each

area. Unfortunately this approach would not satisfy the second criterion mentioned in

Section 2.1: It would not reflect how various areas affect the flow of radiation, and so it

would give unreasonable results in some cases. One such example could be if pixel B

contained slightly more absorbing material than pixel A, but pixel C would cast a dark

shadow on both of them. This shadowing could reduce the absorption that actually occurs

in B below the level of B's absorption in the ID case (which has no shadowing). As a
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result, the approachwould declarethat sincelessabsorptionoccursin areaB in the 3D

than in the ID case, the 3D effect attributed to B is to enhance the brightness of pixel A.

This result is clearly not meaningful, since we added more absorbing material to B when

we switched from ID to 3D, and the extra absorbing material cannot enhance the

brightness of pixel A.
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Tables

Table 1. Scene-averaged magnitude of various 3D mechanisms

Mechanism

EMS

RMS

ELS

RLS

Magnitude

0.182

-0.132

0.329

-0.345

Smoothing , 0.527

Roughening 0.461

Overall 3D effect 0.034
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Table2. Limits for variousstatisticalcloudparameters.

Stationarityparameter(/4) 0.3- 0.45

Probabilityof overcastscenes 0.2

Cloud fractionfor brokencloudscenes 0.3- 1.0

Sceneaveragedoptical thickness 5 - 15

v (= Mean/ St. dev) 4 - 25 for overcast scenes

1 - 5 for broken cloud scenes
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Figure captions

Figure I. Schematic graph illustrating that 3D effects acting at small scales can influence

large-scale reflectance variability. The magnitude of 3D effects (AR) is defined as

_z with c being a constant. The true, 3D reflectance (R3D) is then obtained as
AR = C-_x

R3D = RID + AR, with R_D = R_D(X) being the reflectance calculated using ID theory.

Figure 2. A path along which radiation can travel in a ID cloud, but not in a 3D scene.

Figure 3. A sample path (solid line) along which such 3D effects occur that are not

considered to change the reflectance at pixel A. In the tD case (in which all pixels have

the same density as pixel A) some radiation coming from the sun follows the path only

into pixel C, where it leaves the cloud without any scattering, as indicated by the dotted

arrow. In the 3D case the extra droplets at C prevent this radialion to leave, and make it

follow the path further, into pixel B. The low density at B, however, allows this extra

radiation to leave the cloud without additional scattering, as indicated by the dashed

arrow. In the end, the radiation reaching pixel A is the same in the 1D and 3D cases--and

so 3D effects are considered changing not the reflectance of A, but whether the radiation

not reaching A will follow the dotted Or dashed arrows.
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Figure4. Examplesof four mechanismsof 3D effectsinfluencing R A. The solid arrows

indicate the path of radiation in the 3D cloud field; the dotted arrows indicate the path the

radiation would follow in the 1D case (in which the entire scene has the same properties

as pixel A).

Figure 5. Examples for situations where areas B and C have equal contributions to the 3D

effect influencing the brightness of A, while D has a contribution twice as large as either

B or C. Each arrow represents a path along which a unit amount of radiation would travel

in the ID case.

Figure 6. (a) Optical thickness distribution of the I3RC Case 4 cloud field. (b)

Contribution of various areas to the overall 3D effect influencing the brightness of point

A.

Figure 7. Scene averaged map of net roughening (= roughening - smoothing) as a

function of the influencing pixels' position relative to the influenced pixel. Negative and

positive along-sun distances indicate that the net roughening is caused by pixels in front

or behind the influenced pixel, respectively.

Figure 8. Average influence of pixets with '_ = 5 (Panel a) and x = 15 (Panel b) on pixels

with 'r -- 10. Negative distances indicate that the influencing pixel is in front of the

influenced one. The three lines show results for three different cross sun distance (csd)

values between the influenced and influencing pixels.
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Popular summary

This paper describes a method that can give us new information on the
three-dimensional radiative interactions among various parts of clouds.
Unlike current theoretical models, it can not only calculate the
brightness of any given point, but can also determine which areas
influence this brightness, to what degree, and through what
mechanisms. After describing the proposed method, the paper
illustrates its new capabilities both for detailed case studies and for the
statistical processing of large datasets. Because the proposed method
makes it possible, for the first time, to link areas to the radiative effects
they have on other parts of clouds, future studies can use it to develop
new radiative transfer parameterizations. These new parameterizations
could perform fast calculations to consider horizontal radiative
interactions in practical applications that are currently limited to vertical
radiative processes-applications such as estimating cloud properties
from satellite measurements and dynamical modeling of cloud
development.


